Abstract: Robust stabilization of continuous time single-input single-output (SISO) linear time invariant (LTI) systems with multiplicative uncertainties is considered in this paper. In particular, it has been shown that all gains that robustly stabilize a given uncertain SISO LTI system can be found by utilizing a generalization of the Nyquist theorem. The method proposed involves calculation of roots of two real polynomials and does not require any search or gridding over a parameter, and as a result offers computational advantages over existing methods in literature.
INTRODUCTION
Most of the controllers used in the practical world are low order controllers, which usually come in a form of PID controller (Åström and Hägglund 1996) . Recently, a large amount of research has focused on finding the set of all stabilizing fixed-order controllers as a result of this practical motivation.
To this extent, Ho et al (1997) have demonstrated that all stabilizing P, PI and PID controllers can be found by the help of a generalized Hermite-Biehler Theorem. Munro (1999) , Munro et al (1999) and Söylemez et al (2003) employed a generalization of the Nyquist theorem to find analytical descriptions of stabilizing low-order controllers. Meanwhile, Ackermann and Kaesbauer (2001) and Bajcinca (2006) have used the idea of singular frequencies for the same purpose. Extensions of these results have been given to cover stabilization of systems with parameter uncertainties (see Ho et al (2001) , Munro and Söylemez (1999) ).
Sometimes it is not possible (or practical) to represent uncertainties in a system model with parametric uncertainties. Such uncertainties are usually encapsulated in a norm bounded system block that acts on a nominal system in an additive or multiplicative manner (Skogestad and Postlethwaite 2005) . Although it is possible to find robust controllers that can stabilize systems with such uncertainties by the help of H ∞ control theory, the resulting compensators are usually of high order (at least as high as the order of the plant) and therefore impractical in many cases. Several attempts exist to put constraints on the order of H ∞ controllers (see Iwasaki and Skelton (1995) for example). However, as stated in Ho (2001) many of these approaches suffer from computational intractability. Ho (2001) has provided a method for finding the set of PID controllers that satisfy given H ∞ performance criteria for the first time (see also Ho and Lin (2003) ). The method proposed by Ho involves a gridding on the proportional term ( p K ) and calculation of intersection of stabilizing regions on the
plane for a set of polynomials with complex coefficients using an extension of the Hermite-Biehler theorem. Blanchini et al (2004) give an alternative method based on intuitive graphical considerations to determine second order controllers that satisfy given H ∞ specifications. This method also requires a gridding on the third parameter ( p K in the case of PID control). Nevertheless, in some practical cases direct determination of the set of proportional controllers that provide robust stability is required. To the best knowledge of authors, there is no such direct methods available in the literature for this purpose. The main aim of this paper is to provide such a method.
Nyquist theorem and its generalization is considered in the following section. Calculation of robust stabilizing gains and the main results of the paper are given in Section 3. Section 4 includes conclusions and possible future work.
NYQUIST THEOREM AND STABILIZING GAINS
Consider the simple feedback connection shown in Fig. 1 . For a given value of the constant controller K, Nyquist theorem provides a way to determine the stability of the closed-loop system by examining the frequency response of the open-loop system. Actually, it is possible to exploit the idea presented in Remark 2.1 so as to determine the set of all stabilizing gains (K) by finding the location and direction of the crossings of the Nyquist plot of the real axis (without actually drawing the plot).
To this extend, consider the single-input single-output control system of Fig. 1 where
is the plant to be controlled (with ,
Decomposing the numerator and denominator polynomials of (2) 
and
where 2 2 0 ( )
and where for notational simplification , u is the number of unstable poles of 0 ( ) G s , and i r denotes number of pole crossings from left half plane to right half plane (rhp) defined as 
Nyquist plot of the system is plotted at different scales in Fig.  2 .
Noting that the open-loop system is stable, closed-loop system becomes stable only when the critical point 1/ K − is on one of the regions with 0 N = (see Fig. 2 ). Furthermore, it is possible to find these regions, and hence stabilizing gains (without actually drawing the Nyquist diagram) with the help of Theorem 2.2. From (6)- (8) Fig. 2 . Nyquist Plot for Example 2.1 at different scales. Red curves correspond to the part of the plot for 0 w > , whereas blue curves correspond to 0 w < .
ROBUST STABILIZATION
Usually, finding exact models of systems is very difficult, if not impossible, in practice. Therefore it is a common practice to determine the uncertainty in a model for a given system. There are several ways to represent the uncertainties for a given LTI system. One such way is representing the uncertainty as an unstructured uncertainty as shown in Fig. 3 .
In Fig. 3, 0 ( ) G s represents the nominal system, ∆ is the uncertainty block that represents all systems with H ∞ norm less than 1 ( 1 ∞ ∆ ≤ ), and ( ) W s is a weight transfer function that determines the " relative size" of uncertainty at different frequencies. The system to be controlled is denoted by G in Fig. 3 , and is given as
The aim of control here is to find the set of gains K that stabilize the closed-loop system under all possible uncertainties. Note that this problem can also be posed as that of finding gains that satisfy an H ∞ constraint on the weighted closed-loop system transfer function 3 . Closed-loop control of an uncertain system.
We remark that equation (12) actually defines a family of systems, and hence, Nyquist plot of G is a family of curves rather than a single curve (see Fig. 5 ). As a result, Nyquist plot of G crosses the real axis in segments of the real axis instead of at single points.
Actually, it is possible to argue that frequency response of a system ( ( ) G jw ) with multiplicative uncertainty at a given frequency ( In (15) (6)- (8)) by using ( ) W s in place of 0 ( ) G s in definitions (3)- (8). Note again that for notational simplicity dependency on the frequency variable w is not shown in (15). This convention will also be used in the following, when appropriate.
It is possible to show that
where 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0
Now, in order to be able to find the minimum and the maximum values that can be assumed by 1 p and 2 p for each real axis crossing of the Nyquist plot, let us define the polynomial w (for 1, 2, , 
Noting that (22) and (23), respectively. Lemma 3.1 then immediately follows.
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Theorem 3.1 (main result):
For a given uncertain system ( ) G s as defined in (12), let the whole set of gain intervals that stabilize the nominal system 0 ( ) G s found using Theorem 2.2 be L . Then, the set of gains that robustly stabilize the system with respect to multiplicative uncertainty weight ( ) W s is given by \ J L U (31) where U is found from (26), and \ sign in (31) denotes set subtraction.
Proof of the theorem is straightforward following the discussions made above, and is not given here.
Example 3.1: Consider the system given in Example 2.1, and assume that there is a multiplicative uncertainty in the system model described by the weight transfer function 5 0.5 ( ) 500
. Note that this weight function indicates that there is around 0.1% uncertainty in the model for low frequencies, and 500% uncertainty for high frequencies. We also remark that using H ∞ optimal control theory it is possible to describe all robustly stabilizing controllers for this system using a parameterization around a central controller of order 6. In this example, it is demonstrated that the system is robustly stabilizable using constant compensators.
Nyquist plot for the uncertain system is given in different scales in Fig. 5 . It is possible to determine the sections of the real axis that is crossed by the Nyquist plot (without drawing the Nyquist plot) using Lemma 3.1. From (17) and (18) 
CONCLUSIONS
A method is proposed to determine all stabilizing proportional controllers for a given system with multiplicative uncertainty. The method is applicable to systems with unstable or nonminimum phase transfer functions. Although it is assumed that the nominal system does not have any poles on the imaginary axis in derivations of formulations, it is actually possible to extend the results to cover such cases rather easily. Since many design problems are reduced to finding suitable gains in lower levels of the design we believe that the proposed method will have immediate application areas.
Future research will focus on extending the results to higher order controllers and/or time delay systems.
